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Abstract. Four different programming logics are compared by example. Three are versions of 
Martin-LiX type theory and tne fourth is a version of Aczel’s logical theory of constructions. They 
differ in several respects. For example. what is the notion of specikation? Are there partial or 
just total objects? Is generai recursion allowed or only primitive recursion of higher type? Is the 
logic external or integrated? The example is the proof of correctness of a normalization function 
for conditional expressions. 
1. Introduction 
The terms integrated and external logic come from Girard [ 14, p. 
correctness, 
we have to use some logic, and we are faced with an 
(i) external logic: a logical comment external to the program. 
(ii) integrated logic: the program, the plugging etc. are thought of in 
logical terms; in fact only this approach has a theoretical interest. 
With this method, which dates back to Heyting’s semantics of 
proofs, and found its correct expression through the Curry- 
Howard isomorphism between proofs and functional 
a program enjoying specification proof of the 
formula S in constructive logic. 
Martin-L6f type theory, when used for programming as suggested in “Cowxuctive 
Mathematics and Computer Programming” [Xl], is one example of an integrated 
logic. Coquand and Huet’s calculus of constructions [9] is another. 
Most traditional programming logics are external, for example, Hoare’s and 
Dijkstra’s. Of particular interest to us here is LCF [15], a logic based on Scott’s 
domain-theoretic model of programs and types. The reason is that both type theory 
and LCF are primarily about functional programs. They differ in several basic 
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respects however: 
-f> pc t heorq 
_._____ _- - 
LC’f- 
integrated logic 
constructike logic 
total objects 
well-founded objects 
primitive recursion 
cwzrnal topic 
partial object5 
non-ucll-founded object\ 
general recursion 
One notes that type theory provides a more restrictive context: it cari be used for 
a more restricted set of tasks (those not involving partial or non-well-founded objects 
such as streams) and it provides more restricted means for solving such tasks. 
The discussion of integrated versus external logic relates strongly to the old issue 
of program construction versus program t’erijiculion. It is often claimed that integrated 
logic aids program construction by reducing it to theorem proving. But integrated 
logic imposes restrictions too. In type theory, it is necessary to replace terminating 
general recursion by primitive recursion of higher type. Moreover, the identification 
of specifications and types is not precise, since it causes irrelevant components to 
be present in the derived programs. These problems have inspired several extensions 
of type theory [S, 24,251 and given rise to much discussion (see for example the 
proceedings of the Workshop on Programming Logic 1131). 
LCF, on the other hand, has been criticized on the grounds that it reflects too 
much of the domain-theoretic model: the bottom element (the denotation of a 
nonterminating program), the order relation, admissible predicates, etc. 
It one wants to understand more about the relationship between integrated and 
external logic it is helpful to look at a nontrivial programming task. The example 
I have chosen comes from Boyer and Moore [6] and is part of their machine-assisted 
proof of the correctness of a tautology checker for propositional logic. Paulson uses 
this example for comparing proofs in LCF and proofs by constructive methods in 
his paper “Proving Termination of Normalization Functions for Conditional 
Expressions” 1281. The present paper is a comment on and supplement to Paulson’s. 
Here are some of Paulson’s conclusions: 
- “Domain theory allows reasoning about recursion in a most flexible way, but 
at a heavy cost of complexity.” [28, p. 321 
- “Perhaps domains and partial objects are not essential even for difEcuJt prsa“~ 
of termination.” [28, p. 671 
- “Constructive type theory is concerned with terminating computations. Domain 
theory cannot be patched onto it; partial functions are completely antithetical 
to its view of computation.” [28, p. 721 
I shall discuss the representation and correctness proof of the normalization 
program in four different programming logics. To focus the discussion of integrated 
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versus external logic on the relevant issues I have chosen three versions of Martin-L6f 
type theory and a version of the logical theory of constructions (the logic of Frege 
structures [3] developed in parallel with Martin-Liif type theory by Aczel and 
Martin-Eiif). By this choice I have intended to minimize irrelevant differences 
between the four proofs. The characteristic differences between the four logics are 
summarized in the following table: \ 
Section 
logic 
recursion 
objects 
3 
integrated 
primitive 
total 
4 
external 
primitive 
total 
5 
external 
general 
total 
6 
external 
general 
partial 
The reader is also referred to Paulson’s paper for a comparison with a proof in LCF. 
The first proof uses pure type theory as an integrated logic so that specifications 
and types are identified. The normalization program is expressed by primitive 
recursion of higher type but behaves in a similar way as the first-order general 
recursive program considered by Boyer and Moore. 
The second proof uses pure type theory as an external ogic, since it does not 
identif:v specifications and types. Instead, a specification is a pair consisting of a 
type A and a family of types (predicate) B over A. With this modification we can 
derive programs which do not contain irrelevant proof objects. 
The third proof uses an extension of type theory where general recursion is 
available, but all typed programs till terminate. I have chosen a formulation given 
by Nordstrom [24], which adds a rule for well-founded general recursion to type 
theory. This approach incorporates the technique used by Manna and Waldinger 
[ 181 into the framework of type theory. A related approach is proposed by Paulson 
!27] who detiloed rules for well-founded recursion inside extensional type theory. 
There are also extensions of Nuprl’s type theory given by Constable and Mendler 
18,221 which have similar aims as Nordstriim’s. 
The fourth proof uses a version of Aczel’s logical theory of constructions (LTC) 
13,291. The use of this logic for programming is discussed in Dybjer [ 1 I]. LTC 
incorporates (among other things) intuitionistic predicate logic, conversion rules 
for an untyped functional programming language, and rules fop Lsductively defined 
predicates. One of its main aims is to provide a se’ rrr; 8 k;r A D zakkAis fnterpretations 
of type theory [2,29]. Such interpretations are natural and Ma im LX type theory 
can thus naturally be viewed as a subtheory of LTC. A first-order logic which can 
be used for programming in a similar way as we use LTC here has been proposed 
by Cartwright and McCarthy [7]. (This is just one example of a programming logic 
which may be related to the ones in this paper; there are many others.) 
in this paper, type theory and LTC are viewed as open frameworks rather than 
fixed theories. So we add suitable inductive types (following the scheme of Backhouse 
[4], the so-called “Do-it-yourself type theory” [5]) and inductive predicates (follow- 
ing the principles of Coquand and Paulin [IO] and Dybjer [ 121) to the basic type 
farmers of pure type theory. We also add suitable inductive predicate< (following 
the scheme of Martin-Liif [ 191) to LTC. 
2. The example 
Our example is the following: A conditional expression is either an atom of the 
form at( a ) or an expression of the form $( X, _v, z), where X, ,r; and z are conditional 
expressions. An atom is either a constant (truth value) or a variable (proposition 
letter). So at and if are the constMctors for the type Exp of conditional expressions. 
The definition of Exp in Standard ML is 
type ret Exp =data at of Atomlg of Exp x Exp x Exp; 
A conditional expression is normalized if it has no tested if’s, that is, if it is either 
an atom at(a) or an expression of the form if( at( 6), y, z), where at(b) is an atom 
and y and z are normalized conditional expressions. 
Boyer and Moore’s tautology checker works in the following way. A formula of 
propositional logic is represented as a conditional expression. This conditional 
expression is then normalized. Finally, one checks whether the normalized condi- 
tional expression is a tautology. 
Here we shall consider only the problem of finding a program which transforms 
a conditional expression to a semantically equivalent normalized one. 
Boyer and Moore’s program for solving this problem can be written in Standard 
ML: 
fun norm(at(a)) = at(a)1 
norm(if(at(b),y, 2)) = if(at(b), norm(y), noMr))l 
no~(ifWb, 4 w),_v, z))= noWif ifb,_v, z), ifbv, z))); 
We wish to discuss the correctness of this program, but in order to do so formally 
we have to translate it to terms of the logics under investigation. In pure type theory 
(Sections 3 and 4) we do not have general recursion and instead give an iterative 
version making use of a measure function (given by Shostak) and primitive ~SCUPSIO~ 
of higher type. In Sections 5 and 6 we give two different gerrera! &!Q\, s % 3Ams. 
Paulson compares three termination proofs in his paper. TZ:z first uses Shostak’s 
measure function. This proof is also the basis for the formal type theory proofs in 
Sections 3 and 4. The second (given by Leszczytowski [ 171) is given in LCF. This 
proof is the basis for the LTC proof in Section 6. The third proof in Paulson’s paper 
shows that the recursion relation, defined by the pattern of calls, is well-founded. 
This proof is the basis of the proof in extended type theory in Section 5. 
3. 
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Pure type theory as an integrated logic 
We shall first look at the representation ofthe normalization problem in Martin-L6f 1 
type theory used as an integrated logic in Girard’s sense, that is, as a programming 
logic, *where specifications, propositions and types are identified. 
We assume that our formal system includes standard rules of type theory [20,21], 
including rules for IT =V, Z: = 3, + = 2, x = A, +=v, N,=I, N2=Bool, I 
(equality), N, and a universe. (Remark. The proofs do not depend on the special 
equality rule stating that a = b : A follows from c : I( A, a, b). This is the rule which 
makes equality extensional in Martin-L6f type theory [20,21]. It has been removed 
in the present intensional formulation of type theory presented by Man&Lijf in 
1986.) 
In addition to these standard type formers we add a type of conditional expressions 
Exp and an inductively defined predicate Norm for normalized expressions. 
The type Exp is defined inductively by two introduction rules: 
a : Atom 
at(a): Exp ’ 
x:Exp y:Exp z:Exp 
if(x, y, z): Exp - 
Atom = Boo1 + Vur is the type of atoms, where Vur is a type of variables which is 
not specified further. 
The elimination rule is obtained by applying the inversion principle of Backhouse 
[4] to the formation and introduction rules: 
(a:Atom) (x, y, z : Exp, u : C(x), u: C(y), w: C(z)) 
c: Exp d(u): C(at(a)) e(x, y, 2, 4 v, 4: C(if(x, y, 2)) 
exprecfc, d, e) : C(c) 
. 
So are the two equality rules: 
(a: Atom) (x, y, z: Exp, u: C(x), v: C(y), w: C(z)j 
a:Atom d(a): C(at(a)) 4x, y, 2, u, v, 4 : C(if(x, y, 2)) 
exprec(at(a), d, e) = d(a): C(at(a)) 
9 
(a:Atom) (x,y,z: Exp, u:C(x), u-C(y), WC(Z)) 
x,y, z: Exp d(u): C(at(a)) e:J; ;, .“* iT i3, aq : Cr,!j{X. L J)) . 
exprecbftx, y, z), 4 e) = eb, y, 2, 
exprec( x, d, e ), 
exprec( y, d, e), 
exprec( 54 e)) : C(tfk Y, 2)) 
Sometimes the recursion combinator exprec is used just to express imple case 
analysis (complete pattern matching). Therefore it is convenient o introduce the 
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abbreviation 
eq7ease.c ( , d, 4 ) = expfec ( c, d, ( s, _v, 2, ti, r; w 1 el x, y, z ) b 
and derive the rules 
(a:Afom) (x, y, z: Esp) 
C: Exp d(a):C(at(a)) eLr,y, :):C(ir(.r._v, 3) 
expcases ( c, d. e ) : C ( c $ 
* 
(a:Arom) (x, ); 2: Exp) 
a:Atom d(a):C(ar(a)) e(.~,:,_);=):C(~(.r,?;=)) 
e.xpcases(at( a), d, e) = d(a): Cfatfa)) 
* 
(a:Atom) (x, y, : : Exp) 
x, y, 2 : fkp d(a):C(at(a)) e(.~,,r;=):C(if(.l;~,=)) 
e.rpcase.s(if(x,y, z), d, e) = e(.q; 2): C(if(.r,?; 2)) l 
To express the specification of our normalization problem we need a unary 
predicate (unary family of types) Norm on E-VP to represent he normalized 
expressions and a binary relation (binary family of types) - on E.rp to represent 
semzrrtical equivalence of expressions. 
Before defining these two families we recall that propositions and types are 
formally identified in pure type theory, and that the proof object a in a : A is usually 
suppressed so that one writes A true or just A when A is thought of as a proposition. 
The introduction rules (with suppressed proof objects) for Norm are thus: 
a:Atom 
Nofm(ar(a)) ’ 
b:Atom .r;z: Exp Norm(y) Norm(:) 
Norm( #at(b), ); tt) 
. 
Since these introduction rules define Norm inductively. we could use an inversion 
principle [ 10,121 to derive its elimination and equatity rules. But we omit them 
since we do not use them here. 
To define semantical equivalence, we introduce a valuation function oal of two 
arguments, an expression eand a valuation p of variables to booleans, which returns 
the value of e under the valuation p. It is defined by primitive recursion: 
oal(p, ar( inl( b))) = b, 
oak utGnr( p)b) = p * p, 
vu/( p, if(x, y, z)) = jf ual( p, x) then ual (p, y) else uall p :)rB 
This is expressed by the following explicit definition in type theory: 
Mp, 4) 
= expfec (e, 
(a) hen (a, (Wb, (pip * p), 
f-r, y, z, u, u, w) if u then u else w) : Bool, 
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where p : Var 3 Boo1 and e : Eup. ( * (also written Ap) means application of an object 
of a function type to an object of the argument type.) Two expressions ate semanti- 
cally equal if they have equal value under an arbitrary valuation. In symbols: 
e--e’= (Vp : Var + Boo/) I( Bool, ual(p, e), vaZ(p, e’)), 
where e, e’ : hp. 
We can now formalize the specification of the normalization task as the type 
Sppc, = (Ve : Exp)( 34’: Exp9( fVofm( 4’) n 4 - 4’9, 
.which expresses the proposition that for all expressions there is a semantically 
equivalent normalized one. 
An alternative specification is the type 
Spe~,=(3f:Exp~Exp)(Ve:Exp)(Norm(~*e)~e-f*~), 
which expresses the proposition that there is a function which turns an arbitrary 
expression into a semantically equivalent normalized one. 
In pure type theory we do not have rules for general recursion and we have to 
give an iterative version of the normalization program using primitive recursion of 
higher type. We use the following type theory itetatot: g”(a) = rec( n, a, (x, y)g(y)) 
iterates g n times on a. So if we have a bound on the number of iterations needed 
for termination we can use this iteratot as a substitute for a fixed point operator. 
First, we define the function normstep, which performs one iteration (compare 
the SML code) of the normalization program: 
normstep 
= (Ae)expcases( e, 
(a9atb9, 
(x, y, z)expcases(x, 
(b)if(at(b9,f * ,v,.f * 29, 
(24, v, w,S* (ifb, 
where f: Exp + Exp. 
We use Shostak’s measure function 
ifh y, 299999: Exp-, Exp, 
m(e)=exprec(e, l,(x,y,z,u, v, w)u+tii;‘-3, ‘T @*Ik, 
where e: Exp, to bound the number of iterations and define 
norm = (he)( (normstep mce’( id)) * e) : Exp + Exp, 
where id = (Ae)e : Exp --, Exp is a dummy argument. The proof that norm : Exp + Exp 
is trivial. To show that norm does what it is intended to we need to prove that 
(Ve: Exp)( Norm( norm * e) I\ e - norm * e). 
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Proof. We only show the first half of this: 
(Ve : Exp) Norm( norm * 41, 
which is proved by proving the stronger proposition 
(VII: N)(Ve: Exp)(m(e)s n = NormUnormstefkfj) * ej) 
by induction on n : IV. 
The base case follows from m( 4 I> 0. 
The induction hypothesis is 
(Ve: Exp)(m(ej s n 3 /Vorm(( nofm.step”(id)l * eh 
To prove that this entails 
(Ve: Exp)(m(e)a s(n) 3 ~orm((normsfe~““‘(id)) * eh 
we analyze e: Exp by cases. 
Cuse 1: t! = or(a) for some u : Atom. The conclusion follows, since 
( normstep ““‘(id)) * (ut(a)) = ut( a) : EXQ 
and iV’orm( ut( a)). 
Case 2.1. e = if(ut(b), y, z) for some b: Atom, y, z : Esp. The conclusion follows, 
since 
( normstep ““‘(id)) f (if(uf(b),y, z)) 
and since 
h’orm( if( ut( b), (normstep”( id)) * y, (normsrep”( id)) * z)) 
follows from the induction hypothesis and m( if’( ur( b), y, 2)) > m(y) and 
m(if(uW, y, 2))) m(t). 
Case 2.2. e = if( if (u, v, w), _v, z) for some U, u, w, ~7, z : EXQ. The conclusion follows 
from 
(normstep ‘%i)) * (if(if<u, U, WI,); 2)) 
=(normsfep”(id)) * (zf(u, if(v,y, z), if(w,y, z))): EXQ, 
and since 
hkwm( (normstep”( * (if( u, if( o, _v, z), if( w, y, z)))) 
follows from the induction hypothesis and 
m(if(if(u, 0, WAyI ZIP m<jf(u, is(tt, .v, 21, if(w.v, z))). Cl 
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We have proved that norm normalizes. We could also prove that it preserves 
semantical equivalence. But norm does not satisfy either of the two specifications 
Spec, or Specz and we must ask ourselves whether these specifications are wrong 
or whether the mismatch is just a ‘*cosmetic” problem. 
The first specification requires that a pair is returned by the function satisfying 
it. We can for example achieve this by modifying norm: 
norm, = ( Ae)(norm * e, w&fess * e) : Spec, , 
where 
witness:(Ve: Exp)( Norm(norm * 4) I\ 4 - norm * e), 
is a function which accepts an expression and returns a proof object which demon- 
strates that norm behaves correctly on it. 
rh- c second speci..ca fi tion is satisfied by pairs, such as 
norm2 = (norm, witness) : Spec, . 
4. Pure type theory as an external ogic 
A specification of the normalization task should express that we wish to find a 
program of type Exp + Exg which satisfies the normalization and equivalence 
properties. Neither Spec, nor Speq above managed to do so. 
If we leave the realm of integrated logic (in the strict sense that specifications are 
identified with propositions, and thus types), then we can express the normalization 
task correctly in pure type theory. We change the notion of specification to that of 
a type A together with a family of types B over A. A program c1 satisfies this 
specification if u : A and B(a) true. 
In this way the specification and the proof are both divided into a type part and 
a predicate part. In the predicate part we do not care about proof objects. 
The type part of the specification is 
Exp + Exp 
and the predicate part is 
(Ve: Exp)( Norm(_f* e) A e-f * e), 
where f: Exp -, Exp. 
In Section 3 we proved that norm satisfies this specification. 
Note that this specification is almost he same a_ t)i, sp&ifiCaliO~ Spa : in Section 
3. The difference is that we give a new interpretation of what i: II=@ZE 6~ a program 
to satisfy a specification. 
4.1. Subset notation 
Subsets have been introduced by Nordstriim and Petersson 1253 as a means of 
solving the problem of the presence of irrelevant proof objects uch as witness above. 
According to ;9 proposal of Martin-Liif, subsets hould not be vk-aed as part of 
pure type theory, where propositions and types are formally identified, but as part 
of an extended type theory, where propositions and types are formally separated. 
Furthermore, the extended theory is given meaning by an interpretation into the 
pure theory. 
In the extension two n41~ judgement forms “A : prop” and “A true” (or ‘*A”) are 
added to the four judgement forms of the pure theory. The extended theory consists 
of a propositional part, which includes a typed intuitionistic predicate logic with 
equality, and a type part, which 
The subset formation rule is 
(x: A) 
A : rype Pix j : prop 
(x:AIP(x)}:rype l 
The introduction rule is 
includes the usual type formers and subsets. 
a:.4 P(Q) 
a:{x:AIP(x)) 
and the elimination rules are 
(x:A,P(x)) 
a:{x:AIP(x)) c(x):C(x) 
c(a):C(a) 
and 
(x: A, P(x)) 
a:{x:AIP(x)} Of-d 
QW 
. 
A type A in the extended theory is interpreted as a pair consisting of a type A’ 
and a family of types B’ over A’ in the pure theory. An object a : A in the extended 
theory is interpreted as an object a’: A’ in the pure theory such that B’(a’) me. 
Thus, in the extended theory we identify specifications and types, but this iden- 
tification has been achieved by giving the notion of “type” a new meaning. So there 
is no contradiction between using the extended theory for programming and using 
the pure theory with the new notion of specification as it may seem. What is important 
in principle is that we have changed the notion of specification, not that we have 
extended the formal system. 
With the new notion of type in the extended theory, we “~a(;3 k @3&i%!% : 1. : z “ye 
(in the old sense) and the predicate part of a specification and a proof. ‘The 
normalization problem can thus be specified correctly either by the type 
We:Exp)(e’: ExpjNom(e’)ne-e”), 
or by the type 
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The zeader is referred to Nordstrom, Petersson, and Smith [26] for a full account 
of the extended type theory with subsets and its interpretation into pure type theory. 
5. Type theory with well-founded general recursion 
We now extend pure type theory with rules for well-founded general recursion 
following Nordstrom [ 241. 
First, we introduce a new type former Act, such that Acc(A, R, a) is true when 
u : .4 is in the well$bunded part of the binary relation R on the set A (see, for 
example, [ 11). (My formulation differs from Nordstrom’s in that I start with pure 
type theory where propositions and types are identified, whereas Nordstriim starts 
with the extended theory outlined in Section 4, where propositions and types are 
separated. This allows him to introduce Acc(A, R) as a new type rather than as a 
family of types.) 
In the present formulation the formation rule 
Lr,y:A) 
A:type xRy:type a:A 
Acc(A, R, a ) : type 
and introduction rule 
(x:A,xRa) 
a:A Acc(A, R,x) 
Acc(A, R, a) 
follow the pattern for pure type theory given by Coquand and Paulin [lo] and 
Dybjer [ 121. 
According to this pattern we get the following elimination rule (with explicit 
proof objects): 
(z:A, 
e( x, y ) : Acc( A, R, x) (x : A, y : xRz), 
f(x,y):C(x)(x:A,y:xRz)) 
c:A d:AcciA,R,c) gk e, s) : C(z) -_-_a---; -- 
accrec(c, d, g): C(e) 
(The pattern actual?y gives a more general form of this ruIeT where C &pen& not 
only on c: A, but afso on d : Acc(A, R, c).) 
The rule for well-founded general recursion is 
(z:A,Acc(A,R,z),f(x):C(x)(x:A,xRz)) 
c:A Acc(A, R, c) gkf): C(2) . 
wfrec(c, g) : C(c) 
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Since ACC( A, R, z) is equivalent o Acd A, R, x) (x : A, xRz) the principal difference 
between this rule and the pure type theory rule is that some proof objects are 
suppressed, for example, Hrfrec does not depend on d : Ad A, R, c). But this 
difference is important, since objects of types (programs) are no longer proof-objects 
in the same way as in pure type theory. 
The equality rule is 
(z:A,Acc(A, R,z)J(x):C(x)(x:A,xRz)) 
c:A Acc(A, R,c) gkfj: C(t) 
wJkec(c, g) = g(c, (x)Mfiec(x, g)): C(c) 
. 
Note that u$ec is a fixed point operator of higher type, except hat some arguments 
are permuted. 
R is well-founded iff 
(Vc : A)Acc( A, R, c). 
When this is the case the well-founded recursion rule simplifies to 
(t:A,/ixj:C(xj(x:A,xRz)) 
c:A g(z,_fj: C(r) 
wfiec(c, g): C(c) 
. 
The specification of the normalization task is the same here as in Section 4, that 
is, it consists of a type part 
Exp+ Exp 
and a predicate part 
(Ve: Exp)( Norm(/* e) A e-f* e), 
where f: Exp + Exp. 
With well-founded recursion we can represent the normalization program by 
norm 
= (Ae) wfrec( e, (z,f)( normsfep( (Ax)f(x))) * z) : Exp * Exp. 
Proof. To prove that this is a good definition is the same as proving the type part 
of the specification and requires a nontrivial termination argument. To this end we 
introduce the binary relation -K (called the recursion relation of norm by Paulson 
[28]) so that e -C e’ iff and or ly iff e is an instance of an argument of norm in the 
right-hand side of a recursion equations and e’ is an instance of the argument 01 
norm in the left-hand side. Formally, e -C e’ is defined as the Propz&&~ 
(3b:Atom)(3y,z:Expj(l(Exp,e,y)A I(Exp,e’,if(af(b),y,z)))v 
(3b:Atom)(3y,z: Exp)(I(Exp,e,zj~ I(Exp,e’, if(at(b),y,z)))v 
(3u,~,w,y,z:Expj(~(Exp,e,i4(~,if(~,~,zj,if(w,y,zjjj~ 
I( Exp, e’, if( V( u, 0, w j, Y, z)% 
where e, e' : Exp. 
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First we prove by induction on e: Exp that -C is well-founded, that is, that 
(Ve: Exp)T(e), 
where T(e) = Acc( Exp, 4, e). 
Cuse 1: e = al(a) for some Q : Atsm. To show T(at(a)) we need to show 
T(r) (r:E.rp, r-azr(a)), 
which follows from 
1( f -=l al(u)). 
Cuse 2: e = is(s y, z) for some x, y, z: Exp, such that T(x), T(y), T(z). To show 
T(if(x, y, z)), we show that 
by induction on x: Exp. 
Case 2.1: x = at( 6) for some b : Atom. Then, if y, z : Exp, T(y) and T(z), it follows 
that T( iJ( ut( b), y, z)) by Ace-introduction, since 
t < if(ut(b), y, 2) 
implies 
Case 2.2: x = if( U, v, w) for some u, v, w : Exp, which satisfy the induction 
hypothesis, that is, 
(Vy, z: Exp)(T(y) A 7-W = Wftu, Y, z))), 
(Vy, z: Exp)(T(y) A T(z) = T(lfh Y, z)h 
(Vy, z: Exp)( T(y) A T(z) 3 T(if(w, Y, z))). 
Thus, if y, z : Exp, T(y) and T(z), it follows that T( if( v, y, z)) and T( if( w, y, z)), 
by applying the second and third part of the induction hypothesis. 
Moreover, T( if( if( u, v, w), y, z)), by applying the first part of the induction 
hypothesis with if(v, y, z) in place of y and if( w, y, z) in place of 7, since 
1-c if(if(u, 4 w), y, z) 
implies 
Wxp, 1, W, VOLVO z), if(w,y, z))). 
Having proved that -C is well-founded on Exp we obtain 
norm : Exp + Exp 
by an application of the well-founded recursion rule. III 
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We then show the first half of the proof of the predicate part of the specification 
by induction on Exp. 
Proof. 
Case 1: 4 = at(a) for some a : Atom. Then Nofm( norm * 4) since Nofm( at( a)) 
and 
norm * (at(a)) = at(a): Exp. 
Case 2: 4 = iJ( s, y, 2 ) for some x, ?; z : Exp, which satisfy the induction hypothesis, 
that is, Norm( norm * x), Norm(norm * y). and Norm( norm * 2). To show that 
Norm(norm * e), we show that 
(V_Y, z: Exp ) ( Norm (norm * y) II Norm( norm * z) =) 
Norm( norm * (i/‘(x, y* =)))I 
by induction on x: Exp. 
Case 2.1: x= at(b) for some 6 : Atom. 1 hen, if ~7, z: Exp, Norm(norm * _v). 
and Norm(norm * z), it follows that Norm( norm * (if(at(b), y, z))), since 
Norm(if(at(b), norm * y, norm * z)) and 
norm*(if(at(b),y,:))=if(at(b),norm*_v,norm*z):Exp. 
Case 2.2: x = if< u, v, W) for some u, v, HP : Exp, which satisfy the induction 
hypothesis, that is, 
WY, z: Exp)( Norm(norm * y) I\ Norm(norm * z) 3 
NoMnom * (q( u, y, f)))), 
WY, z:Exp)(Norm(norm*y)~Norm(norm*z)~ 
NoMnofm * (is(u, y, d))), 
(Vy, t: Exp)( Norm(norm * y) I\ Norm(norm * z) 2 
Nonn(norm * (if( W, y, 2)))). 
Thus, if y, z: Exp, Norm( norm * y), and Norm( norm * z), it follows that 
Norm( norm * (if( v, y, z))) and Norm( norm * (if ( w, y, z))), by applying the WXWI 
and third part of the induction hypothesis. 
Moreover, Nomt( norm * (if( u, if( v, y, z), if( w, y, z)))) since 
nOn?J * mfh v, WAYI 2)) 
=nofm *(if(u, ifby, z), if(wy, z))):Exp, 
and by applying the first part of the imduction hypothesis with if( v, J: z) in place 
of y and if( w, y, z) in place of z. 0 
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6. The ‘ogical thewy of coaxstmctisns 
This version of the logical theory of constructions (LTC) is based on Martin-Liifs 
theory of arities and expressions (see also Mendler and Aczei [23]). It is a typed 
Aprl-calculus, where the type of functions is written (a)& abstraction is 
written (x)b and application is written c(a). (Types of curried functions 
(cv,)(- l l u%AB)- * 9 are abbreviated ( aI) l l l (a,,)& multipte abstractions 
(-0 - l (x,)6 are abbreviated (x, , . . . , x,)6; and multiple applications c( a,) l l . (a,) 
are abbreviated c( aI, . . . , a,).) We use two base types: o for propositions and c for 
individuals. 
LTC includes first-order intuit@Mstic predicate fogic with equality. So we have 
logical constants 2, A, v : (o)( o)o, V, 3 : ( (L)o)o, and = : (c)( k)o, with their usual 
introduction and elimination rules in natural deduction. 
kTC also includes an untypedjhcticnul programming language. Like type theory, 
we view it as an open framework and we include (in a controlled manner) the 
program forms that we need. For the purpose of our problem we need the constructors 
at : c, 
if: W(dbb, 
and selector 
cxpfec:(L)((L)L)((L)(L)(L)(L)(L)(L)L)L 
for conditional expressions. They satisfy the conversion rules 
exprec(at(u), d, e) = d(a), i 
= e( x, y, z, exprec( x, d, e), exprec(y, d, e), exprec( z, d, e)). 
As before, we can define case analysis for conditional expressions 
expcuses:(b)((+)((h)(b)(+)b 
as an abbreviation expcuses( c, d, e) = exprec( c, d, (x, y, z, u, q w)e(x, y, 2)) and 
derive the rules 
expcuses(at(a), d, e) = d(a), 
exp- -es(if(x, y, z), d, e) = e(x, Y, 2). 
We also neeu the standard constructors 
tt : c, 
ff : c, 
inl: (h)c, 
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and selectors 
if then else:(~)W(~)~, 
when:(Lb((l)(r))((l)l)l, 
for booleans, disjoint unions, and function spaces, respectively. They satisfy the 
conversion rules 
if tt then d else e = d, 
if fl then d else e = e, 
when( inl(a), d, e) = d(u), 
when( inr( h), d, e) = e(h), 
(A(h)) * Q = h(a). 
These program forms are untyped versions of the type theory forms introduced in 
Section 3. Moreover, we have a fixed point operator 
jix:((1)1)1 
which satisfies the conversion rule 
fix(g) = gum(g)). 
Having fix, we could have case analysis constructs, such as expcuses, as primitives, 
and instead have primitive recursion, such as exprec% asderived constructs. 
Programs are intended to be computcrd in a lazy manner. Observe that we can 
write programs which do not terminate. 
The third part of LTC that we need includes induct&+7 defined predicates. First, 
we have the predicate Exp of arity (c)o for total conditional expressions. Its introduc- 
tion rules are 
Atom(u) 
Eq+W)) ’ 
EXP(X) EXP(Y) E-xp(d 
The predicate Atom is the disjoint union of Bool, which contalr3r a??~ :+w +~e:*Ps 
lt and fl, and Vur: 
Atom(u) 
= (3b)( Bool( 6) /\ a = inl(b)) v (3p)( Vur( p) A a = inr( p)). 
One can prove that if Exp(e), then e terminates under the lazy computation rules. 
See [ 1 I] for a discussion. The elimination rule (the principle of structural induction 
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over conditional expressions) can be derived by an inversion principle. (The inver- 
sion principles for inductive predicates in LTC are essentially the same as those for 
Martin-LX% intuitionistic theory of iterated inductive definitions [ 191.) 
(Aro~b)) (C(x), C(y), C(z)) 
m(c) mm)) C0.m _K 2)) 
Moreover, we need a predicate Norno of arity (c)o for the normalized conditional 
expressions. its introduction rules are 
Atom(a) 
Norm( ut( a)) ’ 
Afom( 6) Noim(y) Norm(z) 
Norm(if(a~(h), y, 2)) l 
Its elimination rule is 
(Atom(u)) (Atom(b), C{y), C(z)) 
Norm(c) C(ar(u)) C(iS(uW, y, 2)) 
C(c) 
. 
Semantical equivalence - of arity (c)(c)o is defined in a similar way as in type 
theory. The valuation function is defined by 
vul( p, e) = exprec(e, 
(u)when(u, (Mb, (pb *p), 
(x, y, z, u, v, w)if u then v else w), 
and semantical equivalence is defined by 
e- 4’ = WpWpM Vat(p) = Bool(p * p)I = vdp. 4 = vdp, e’h 
A specification in LTC is a unary predicate. The normalization task is specified by 
(f)(Ve)(Exp(e) 3 Norm(f * 4) A e-f * e). 
We define normstep: ( L)C as in type theory (see Section 3), but untyped: 
normstep 
= ($)( Ae)expcuses( e, 
(x, y, r)expcusedx, . 
WifCat(W, .I-* y, .f* zh 
(u, 0, WV* w-lu, 
if (v, Y, d, 
if(% Y, mu- 
Then we define 
norm =Jix( normstep). 
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proof. We prove that norm satisfies the first half of the specification, that is, that 
(Ve)(Exp(e)D Norm(norm * e)) 
by induction on Exp. 
Exp(norm * e).) 
Case 1: e=at(a) 
Norm( at( a)) and 
( Note. This implies termination, since Norm( norm * e) 2 
for some total string a. Thecr Norm(norm * ej since 
norm * (at(a)) = at(a). 
Case 2: e = if(x, y, z) for some x, y, and z, which satisfy the induction hypothesis, 
that is, Norm(norm * xj, Norm( norm * yj, and Norm( norm * zj. To show that 
Norm(norm * e), we show that 
(Vy,~)(E.~p(v)~Exp(z)~,~orm(norm*y)nNorm(norm*zj~ . 
Norm( norm * (iJ(x, y, ~9))) 
by structural induction on Exp(x). 
Case 2.1: x=at(b) for some total string b. Then, if Exp(y), Exp(z), 
Norm(norm * y), and Norm(norm * z), it follows that Norm(norm * (if(x, y, z))), 
since 
and 
Norm( if( at( b), norm * y, norm * z)) 
norm * (if( at( 69, y, z)) = if( at( b), norm * y, norm * z). 
Case 2.2: x = if( u, u, w) for some U, o, and W, which satisfy the induction 
hypothesis, that is, 
(Vy, z)( Exp(y) A Exp(z) A Norm(norm * y) A Norm(norm * 2) 3 
NoWnom * (if(u, Y, z)))), 
(Vy, z)( Exp(y) A Exp( z) A Nonn( norm * y) n Norm( norm * i) 2 
Normhwm * (if( v, y, d))), 
(Vy, z)( Exp(y) A Exp(z) A Norm(norm * y) A Norm(norm * z) 3 
Norm(norm * (if( W, y, 2)))). 
Thus, if Exp(y), Exp( z), Norm(nonn * y), and Nonn( norm * A, it f’kGfi*~+ i 
Norm(norm * (if(v,y, 2))) and Norrn(norm * (if(w,y, z))), by apy’lybg the secmd 
and third part of the induction hypothesis. 
Moreover, Nonn[ norm * (if( g( u, v, w), y, 2))) since 
norm * WQfb, t.4 WI, y, 2)) = norm * (if@, if@, y, zi, if(w, y, W, 
and by applying the first part of the induction hypothesis with if( v, y, z) in place 
of y and if( w, y, z) in place of x cl 
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7. Conclusion 
The notion qf integrated logic. A programming logic is more than a logic: it is a 
logic together with a notion of program, a notion of specification, and a notion of 
satisfaction. I have interpreted Girard literally and used the term “integrated logic” 
to mean “integrated programming logic”, where all three notions of specification, 
proposition, and type are identified. But I have also intended to suggest hat the 
four programming logics discussed provide a spectrum between the purely integrated 
view (in Section 3) and the purely external view provided by LTC (in Section 6). 
Comparing the programs and proofs. This paper is primarily about verification of 
programs (but ought to have some bearing on program construction as well), since 
I start with a given program norm (written in SML). Then I consider different 
representations of this program and their correctness proofs in different logics. 
Clearly, the general recursive versions of norm (in Sections 5 and 6) are more 
faithful to the original program than the iterative version which employs a measure 
function (in Sections 3 and 4). 
The correctness proofs of the general recursive versions are also similar. The LTC 
prqof (in Section 6) is the simplest one, but the one in extended type theory differs 
from it essentially only since it explicitly needs a well-founded relation i. 
Note also that type theory (even the extended version) can be viewed as a subtheory 
of LTC, so the iterative version and its proof can be represented in LTC too. 
Other normalization programs. The normalization program which uses the measure 
function (in Sections 3 and 4) is rather unnatural. One may wish to look for more 
natural ways of programming it in type theory. indeed, from the point of view of 
programming, one of the points of type theory may be to encourage the use of 
primitive recursion. 
One way to get a more attractive type theory program is to extract he computa- 
tional content of the LTC proof and the well-founded recursion proof. The program 
obtained in this way uses primitive recursion of higher type, and its recursive 
behaviour follows the inductive structure of the LTC proof (see [28]). 
It is also possible to program the normalization function in a purely primitive 
recursive (without higher order functions) and natural way (see Hedberg [ 161). 
DC and LCF. The version of LTC I have considered here is what Aczel calls 
“denotational approach to LTC” (lecture at the Workshop on Programming Logic, 
B&tad, 1989), since its standard interpretation is in terms of dom%s. This suggests 
that there are similarities between LCF [ 151 and : Tc ?!tk formal si S!~PS contain 
functional programs and conversion rules, for example. But tbcre p:p also many 
differences. LTC has evolved in parallel with Martin-Lof type theory and in some 
sense focuses on the total well-founded objects, even though it has partial objects 
as well. The characteristic rules of LCF are those which reflect he domain theoretic 
model (the rules for the partial ordering, the least element, Scott induction). These 
rules are of course useful for general reasoning about programs, which may not 
terminate or may proceed indefinitely, but it is not clear to me to what extent hey 
have a role in proving properties of total well-founded objects (compare Paulson’s 
remark which was cited in the introduction). 
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